Optimized sample preparation strategy for the analysis of low molecular mass adducts of a fluorescent cisplatin analogue in cancer cell lines by CE-dual-LIF.
Pt-based anticancer drugs, such as cisplatin, are known to undergo several (bio-)chemical transformation steps after administration. Hydrolysis and adduct formation with small nucleophiles and larger proteins are their most relevant reactions on the way to the final reaction site (DNA), but there are still many open questions regarding the identity and pharmacological relevance of various proposed adducts and intermediates. Furthermore, the role of buffer components or additives, which are inevitably added to samples during any type of analytical measurement, has been frequently neglected in previous studies. Here, we report on adduct formation reactions of the fluorescent cisplatin analogue carboxyfluorescein diacetate platinum (CFDA-Pt) in commonly used buffers and cell culture medium. Our results indicate that chelation reactions with noninnocent buffers (e.g., Tris) and components of the cell culture/cell lysis medium must be taken into account when interpreting results. Adduct formation kinetics was followed up to 60 h at nanomolar concentrations of CFDA-Pt by using CE-LIF. CE-MS enabled the online identification of such unexpected adducts down to the nanomolar concentration range. By using an optimized sample preparation strategy, unwanted adducts can be avoided and several fluorescent adducts of CFDA-Pt are detectable in sensitive and cisplatin-resistant cancer cell lines. By processing samples rapidly after incubation, we could even identify the initial, but transient, Pt species in the cells as deacetylated CFDA-Pt with unaltered complexing environment at Pt. Overall, the proposed procedure enables a very sensitive and accurate analysis of low molecular mass Pt species in cancer cells, involving a fast CE-LIF detection within 5 min.